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Letter from the
Central Executive
Officer

Letter from
the Board
President

L

ooking back on the past year, I
am once again amazed by our
community’s resiliency and
willingness to step up in times of need.
When the November atmospheric
rivers caused flooding which resulted
in large scale devastation, we saw the
best of humanity: from the outpouring
of donations; farmers helping move and
house livestock; volunteers delivering
supplies and building sandbag walls;
and organizations quickly working
together to respond to critical needs.
Archway was not designed as a disaster
relief organization, nonetheless,
many in our community look to
Archway in times of crisis. Our
existing partnerships, infrastructure,
and relationships with thousands in
community give us a unique ability to
respond quickly in a variety of ways.
I’m so grateful for the volunteers and
staff who put in countless extra hours
to help during the flooding, especially
during the first few hectic weeks. Our
Food Bank saw an immediate increase
in need (locally and throughout the
region) as well as donations, requiring all
hands-on deck. Hundreds of temporary
foreign workers began contacting our
legal advocates as their employment
and housing were at risk, and families
reached out to the Family Centre to
secure essentials like formula and
diapers when stores were running low
due to supply chain disruptions.
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To this day, thousands of families,
individuals, farms and businesses
are still affected by the flooding and
by COVID-related employment or
mental health challenges. We continue
to help amplify the voices of those
affected, especially those who have
fallen through the cracks when disaster
relief programs haven’t adequately
addressed their unique circumstances.
As an agency we were challenged
in many ways by COVID, the heat
domes, and the floods. We are learning
from each specific crisis to help us
better navigate the next crisis.
Another ongoing crisis our society
faces and is learning from is the opioid
overdose epidemic. While this epidemic
shows no signs of slowing down, I am
encouraged by changing attitudes
towards harm reduction and a growing
understanding of substance use.
While we can’t control what crises
we will be facing, we can choose how
we respond – whether that’s offering
evidence-based addiction treatments,
following current COVID health
guidelines, or using a collective impact
model approach to natural disasters. We

know that prevention and risk mitigation
are costly and complicated, however,
the human and financial costs of not
planning well and not learning from
prior experiences are much higher.
While global and provincial crises get
the most attention, a personal crisis
can be equally devastating. Whether
it’s figuring out how to get back
up after flooding, fleeing domestic
violence, losing a job, or facing a health
crisis, individuals can find resources
and a place of refuge at Archway.
While I hope for a crisis-light year in the
following year, I know that all we can do is
prepare and plan ahead as best as we can.
I want to thank Archway’s stellar leaders
and staff, our knowledgeable board
and 1,000+ volunteers, and our reliable
community partners and donors for their
support during past, ongoing and future
crises. We are stronger together!

ROD SANTIAGO

rowing up as a kid, my favourite
TV cartoon was the Road
Runner Show. On Saturday
mornings, I would find myself in a tangle
of legs on the sofa under a warm blanket
with my brothers waiting for the next
mishap of Wile E. Coyote in pursuit of the
beloved Road Runner. (Mweep Mweep)
In episode after episode, the Road Runner
evaded the coyote’s treacherous attempts
to catch his prey using every improbable
gimmick in the world to do so (Acme
anvils?). While he often came close, Wile
E. Coyote never stopped the resourceful,
resilient, and often lucky, Road Runner.
As I write this letter, I consider the
events of the past three years and
the not-so-whimsical battles with
which we, as a community, have had
to contend. The nasty old coyote has
wreaked havoc on us, inflicting heat
domes, viruses, floods, and even more
recently, a recession. Our nation, each
province and each community has
had to marshal its resources at every
level to respond to each challenge.
The ‘boots-on-the-ground’ in each
community are the service agencies
such as Archway that respond to events
and promote and protect the common
good with available resources. And
while we are tired after three years of
being chased, we are not down. Like

the Road Runner, we move forward
to live and fight another day.
Please allow me, on behalf of the Board
of Directors, to salute every employee
across the organization and every
dedicated volunteer for their parts in
providing much needed services to a
hurting community. Thank you for finding
ways to keep as many lights on and
doors open for those in our community
who depend on us! Thank you for your
compassion, optimism and determination.
Thanks for keeping the coyote at bay.
The Board of Directors continued
its stewardship of the agency in its
governance role this past year. The Board
has remained faithful to its oversight
duties by working closely with our
Central Executive Officer, Rod, and by
being informed and supportive of the
agency’s responses to the various issues,
including the ongoing flood response.
The Board hosted the annual Archway
Charity Golf Tournament and returned
to its pre-pandemic format with
120 golfers on the course for a funfilled day. We thank all our sponsors
including our title sponsor Sutton West

Coast Realty Abbotsford, and all our
generous supporters who helped us
reach a combined total of $75,000. This
year, we welcomed our friends from
the Abbotsford Canucks organization
who joined us on the course and who
contributed to our fundraising efforts.
Looking forward, the Board will host
the popular and successful Community
Builders Awards evening in the fall to
honour individuals and organizations in
the community that exemplify “justice,
opportunities and equitable access for
all.” A special Flood Heroes category will
recognize those who stepped up during
the flooding. This evening promotes our
community and agency’s resilience and
our ability to keep moving forward just
as the resourceful Road Runner stays
ahead of the determined coyote. We shall
prevail!!

STEVE CARLTON
Board President

Central Executive Officer
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We are proud to be a part of this
generous and caring community.”

The Initial Days

Archway’s existing partnerships,
infrastructure and connections with
thousands in the community allowed it
to respond quickly in a number of ways.

The Flood
That Was

O

ver COVID there
was a metaphor
explaining that
everyone was in
the same storm but
experienced it differently, depending
on their boat. During the BC flooding
of November 2021, residents similarly
faced the same storm but had very
different experiences depending on the
elevation of their homes and workplaces.
A series of weather events, including
atmospheric rivers, led to the Sumas
and Nooksack rivers overflowing and
breaches in the Fraser Valley dike
system. Throughout the province,
major transportation routes were
damaged leaving thousands stranded
and supply routes severely disrupted.
Some areas were under evacuation
orders for weeks as the heavy rains
and winter storms continued.
Residents of Sumas Prairie, located
on the drained Semá:th Xo:tsa
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(Sumas Lake), suffered much of the
damage but other neighbourhoods in
Abbotsford also experienced flooding,
mudslides and damage. Approximately
3,300 Abbotsford residents from
more than 1,100 properties were
evacuated at various times.
Faced with such a large-scale disaster,
the community rallied and began to
organize. In the early days, boat owners
rescued stranded people and pets,
farmers helped evacuate the livestock
of their neighbours, and volunteer
pilots made rescue flights. The City
of Abbotsford, along with Emergency
Support Services BC, set up an
Emergency Reception Centre at Tradex
which provided resources and shelter
for those who couldn’t return home.
As the disaster continued, volunteers
worked alongside the Canadian Army to
build walls of sandbags to stave off more
water as the heavy rains continued. City
officials gave regular updates and aid

The Senior Services department
called clients to make sure they had
resources and information as needed.
While most did not live in the floodaffected areas, some were cut off
from their normal support systems
due to road closures and evacuations.
To help ease the burden, Meals on
Wheels provided affected participants
with extra fresh and frozen meals.

Photo Credit:
Abbotsford Police Department.

organizations like the Red Cross became
involved and administered financial
aid payments of $2,000 to meet the
immediate needs of the evacuees.
It was truly a community effort with
Archway jumping in since the beginning.
Archway continues to support those
still affected and is also involved in
long-range emergency planning.

The Archway Youth Resource Centre
and Foundry Abbotsford provided
clothes for youth affected during the
flooding and youth were able to access
walk-in mental health counselling
at Foundry. Staff also arranged rides
and support for youth disconnected
from their homes and workplaces.
Immigrant Settlement support
workers worked with clients who had
to evacuate and connected them to
additional resources as needed. The
Community Connections program linked
up affected clients with resources at
the Food Bank and local churches.

The Cabin, a drop-in centre for the
unhoused, opened early on November
16th after the heavy rain evacuated
many individuals from their camps,
and those living on street found it
impossible to stay dry and warm.
The Legal Advocacy for Agricultural
Workers program began getting calls
from farm workers in the affected
region as many lost belongings and
their employment was at risk. Advocates
were able to help the affected workers
navigate the supports available and
they supplied food and clothing for
hundreds of farm workers. Staff helped
temporary foreign workers apply for
Employment Insurance and advocated
for those living in multi-tenant housing
to be eligible to receive financial
assistance from the Red Cross.
The Archway Food Bank opened its
doors to all those affected by the
disaster, regardless of income. With so
many donations coming in, staff had to
scramble to find ways to properly store
food and to quickly re-distribute and
transport it to those in need. It was all
hands on deck as the staff dealt with the
increased distribution of food, gift cards
and requests for emergency services.
With the large influx of food donations,
they were able to share truckloads,
and even a helicopter full, of food with
communities outside of Abbotsford.

“We are grateful for Mayor Braun,
senior city officials, local First Nations,
police and fire departments, countless
volunteers and everyone who mobilized
to action during this province-wide
emergency,” said Rod Santiago, Central
Executive Officer at Archway.
“So many community organizations,
places of worship, businesses and
individuals gave selflessly of their
time and resources to make sure
evacuees and those stranded had
shelter, food and emergency support.
Emergency Response Navigator Kim and
Hester from the Crossroads Food Hub.

The Family Centre
and Best for Babies
programs coordinated
donations for families
affected by flooding
and disrupted supply
chains. Staff picked
up donations from
the Food Bank and
local hub Locality and
distributed the diapers,
wipes, formula and gift
cards to their clients.
They also arranged for
a team of volunteers
from a local church to

help clear out the flooded basement of
a family connected to their program.

A Community of Generosity

Donations for flood relief started coming
in before Archway even had a chance to
put out a call for help. There was a flurry
of donations from across the province,
country and even internationally that
continued well into December.
“The generosity of donors allowed so
many of our programs to meet the
immediate needs of the community
without worrying where the funds would
come from to buy all the supplies,” said
Louise Smith, Director of Operations.
“The flood donations also enabled us
to meet longer-term flood recovery
needs in a variety of programs.”

Ongoing Support

After the initial weeks of the disaster,
the water subsided but left behind a
trail of destruction. The flood wiped out
land, buildings, workplaces, belongings
and people’s sense of security.
Archway offered counselling for
those affected at multiple locations
including Foundry and on-site at the
community flood hubs. The counselling
was supported through grants from
United Way of BC and the Abbotsford
Disaster Relief fund. An art therapy
group at Foundry was well received but
the uptake on the other counselling
services was lower than expected.
“One of the learnings we came away
with was that people may not have
the mental space to process the event
right away as they deal with survival
and practical matters,” said Simone
Maassen, Manager of Youth Services.
“We continue to offer walk-in counselling
for youth at the Foundry and through
our Internal Counselling program.”
Continued on next page ›
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The Archway Food Bank has seen a
persistent increase in the number of
individuals accessing food months later.
Just under 4,000 individuals accessed
food in the first seven months of
2021, while over 6,000 have accessed
food in the same period in 2022,
representing a staggering 54% increase.
In addition to food, staff have
continued to distribute gift cards and
coordinated donations of furniture
to flood-affected families.

During the flooding, their supplies
floated all over the field and the soil
was washed away. Many of the berry
bushes died after the flood damage
and most of the remaining plants
couldn't be planted in the saturated
fields before the extended cold snap.
Additionally, they were storing seeds
and supplies in a greenhouse on Delair
Road that were ruined after they became
covered in several feet of water.

into action, thereby ensuring that
hundreds of households and farms
had access to desperately needed
supplies and services,” said Rod.
Archway supported these groups
through food donations and meeting
some of the practical needs. Archway’s
Emergency Response Navigator
distributed thousands of dollars
worth of fuel, grocery and Visa
cards to the centres, and directly to

Archway staff were among those
directly affected, with some being
evacuated or unable to get to work
when some roads were closed.
The leadership team worked
with staff to find remote work
opportunities, offered emergency
leave pay and counselling through
the employee assistance plan.

7
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Archway was one of several organizations
who created a flood resources guide,
which was hosted on the Archway
website and updated regularly.

“We know that prevention and risk
mitigation are costly and complicated,
however, the human and financial
costs of not planning well and not
learning from prior experiences
are much higher,” said Rod.

“We’re so thankful for all the businesses,
groups, and individuals who gave
generously to Archway and to other
organizations to help our community
recover from the flooding,” said Rod.

Impact on Archway
Staff and Buildings

Another affected program was the
Archway Urban Farm. At the end
of October, soil, berry bushes and
supplies were moved to their new
location at Eco-Dairy on Sumas Way.

Archway is using the lessons learned
from the flood to create future disaster
relief plans and is making practical
updates such as allocating funds for
new freezers at the Archway Food Bank
to store ready-made meals that could
be accessed during emergencies.

Caitlyn, an Archway client in the Best
for Babies program, found it helpful to
have the program coordinator Liz, “point
our compass in the right direction”
to various supports after they had to
move out of their flooded house.

Flood donations were shared with
three homeowners on the Máthexwi
(Matsqui) First Nation who had not
received other funding needed to
replace drywall, carpet and furnaces
damaged during the floods.

While thankfully most of
Archway’s buildings were out of the
flooding area, access to the Abbotsford
Recycling Depot was covered in
several feet of water. Operations were
shut down for almost three weeks
and some of the curbside recycling
from Abbotsford and Mission had to
be diverted to the Mission Recycling
Depot and to New Westminster.
When the plant opened again, staff
worked extra hours to get through the
tonnes of unprocessed recycling.

In one case, the Chilliwack Bowls of
Hope organization identified households
needing a microwave to heat the
prepared food they gave out. Archway
purchased 20 microwaves using funds
they had received for flood relief
for the organization to distribute.

“It was so encouraging to know we
had the support of the country as
we faced this natural disaster.”
The flooded learning garden at
the Abbotsford Recycling Depot.

Their insurance hadn’t been fully
transferred over to the new location and
they were ineligible for some supports,
so Archway flood funds were provided
to replace their soil, allowing them to
start planting crops in the springtime.

Community Collaboration

Several community groups created
support centres where those affected
by the flood could have a meal and
obtain supplies or volunteer labour.
These included the Gateway Community
Church, Yarrow Food Hub, Crossroads
Food Hub and Chilliwack Bowls of Hope.
“It was amazing to see how volunteers,
pop-up services, and churches sprang

affected individuals. The Navigator
also helped individuals find and apply
for the supports available to them.

Planning Ahead

Months later, individuals and
organization are still rebuilding
and recovering from the “once
in a century” storm.

United Way of BC, the Canadian
Red Cross and other organizations
were also an integral part of the
recovery effort who provided funds
and on-the-ground support.
Archway helped facilitate community
meetings and information sharing among
organizations. Archway representatives
were weekly participants in a community
meeting that provided updates about
flood-related resources and needs.

Emergency Management BC
and Archway are supporting the
development of the City of Abbotsford’s
People and Community pillar of their
Emergency Management Plan which
will help develop improvements for
future disaster management locally.
Part of developing this plan
includes a survey of flood-impacted
residents to assess the successes
and challenges resulting from the
November flood response. The survey
is being developed in conjunction
with the UFV Community Health and
Social Innovation (CHASI) hub.
To help coordinate the work on
Archway’s end, a Flood Resiliency
Manager has been hired. The
position is funded through the City
of Abbotsford and the provincial
Emergency Management BC.
“The survey will capture people’s
experiences and they will help us plan
and build back better,” said Yoriko
Davidson, the Flood Resiliency Manger.

The Abbotsford Canucks organization donated
$250,000 towards flood relief efforts at Archway.
L-R: Rob Mullowney, Canucks COO, and Janis
and Jennifer from the Archway Philanthropy
Team along with Archway CEO Rod.

“The survey will reach out to those who
received support already and we’ll also
be looking for those who may have
fallen through the cracks when they
didn’t meet criteria for relief programs.”

To this day, so many people are
having trouble finding their way
back to stability,” said Rod.
“Our disaster-relief planning must
include ways to support financial,
physical and mental health recovery in
both the short-term and long-term.”
Looking back on the aftermath
of the flooding, Rod remembers
a time of chaos but also how it
brought so many people together.
“Our community is pulling through
because of the work of so many
volunteers, organizations, businesses
and government bodies. Once again,
I’m amazed by our community’s
resiliency and willingness to
step up in times of need.” ■

Why I Donate
"We feel so much for all
the families that have lost
everything they had in the
recent floods and cannot
imagine how difficult it is for
your incredible volunteers to
try and help all those in need.
We appreciate so much all
you are doing! Thank you. "
- Denis and Barbara
"Sending strength and love from
Calgary, we went through the
2013 flood and hope you can
recover quickly and safely! "
- Aaron

“Disasters have a disproportionate
impact on those already marginalized.

Archway.ca
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FOOD BANK
Bank has ever seen in its history, they
were able to meet the increased need.

An Outpouring
of Support

1,020 families received a Christmas
hamper through the Christmas
Bureau, which was 37 1 more
families than the previous year.
The Christmas Bureau also coordinates
a matching program where individuals,
families and organizations can sponsor
a family or senior. The sponsors
provide Christmas dinner supplies
and gifts for their matched family
and deliver directly to their door.

Help for those affected by the flood

A

mid an unprecedented
pandemic, the Fraser
Valley experienced
unprecedented flooding
in November 2021.

Residents watched helplessly as their
residences and businesses filled with
water. As thousands of residents were
suddenly evacuated and cut off from
their workplaces and loved ones,
hundreds turned to the Archway
Food Bank for basic provisions
and non-perishable food items.
The scale and suddenness of the
disaster caught everyone off guard,
including the Archway Food Bank. With
hundreds of individuals facing food
insecurity, staff weren’t sure if they could
meet the increased need for food.
Staff were worried about supply
chain disruptions as roads across the
province collapsed and there were
reduced fresh food donations from
local grocery stores and farmers.

9
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Those already accessing the Food
Bank were anxious as many did not
have the ability to travel to other
towns to purchase supplies and they
didn't have much reserve food.
Additionally, some of the Food
Bank's staff were being directly
affected by the flooding.

Above: Staff with some of the
fresh food and other necessities
available at the Food Bank
Below: Some of the donations
dropped off at Archway during
the flooding. Bottom-right:
Driver Dan delivering supplies

1,865 children received a gift under
the tree that their parents had chosen
from the Christmas Bureau toy shop.

But just when things seemed
overwhelming, something miraculous
happened — the power of community.
Donations started coming in before
the Food Bank even had a chance to
ask for help. Then after a single email
and some social posts explaining
the need, there was an outpouring
of generosity and donations.
“We saw donations from all over the
province, country and even globally!”
exclaimed Rod Santiago, Archway’s
Central Executive Officer. “People
and organizations were calling to
see how they could help, including
offers of food by the truckload.”

A sponsored family shared that, “we
had nothing prepared for Christmas
as we were displaced from our home
due to the flooding. Our sponsor family
completely changed what felt like a
disaster into a wonderful, joyous time for
my husband, myself and our children.”

“At the height
of the flooding,
we were
overwhelmed by
the community’s
generosity,” said
Rebecca Thuro, a
Food Bank Supervisor.
“It was all hands-on deck and I am
so grateful for our staff, volunteers
and donors — the way they really
rose to the occasion. We lovingly
called it organized chaos.”

Donations were so plentiful that the
Food Bank acted as a hub, redistributing
donations along broken supply
chains to cut-off communities like
Agassiz, Hope and Chilliwack.
Through Food Banks BC, staff learned
that the Boston Bar Food Bank was
precariously low on food supplies for
the daily hot meals they were providing
to 500 community members. Clearway
Rentals secured a private chartered
helicopter, which delivered 1,200
pounds of frozen meat from the Archway
Food Bank. An additional 10,000
pounds of non-perishables were then

sent via truck after obtaining approval
from the Ministry of Transportation.

Spreading Joy at Christmas

A majority of the toys are donated at
the annual Toys for Tot event, which
Continued on next page ›

For many families, Christmas is normally
a time of joy, but coming right on the
heels of a natural disaster, it was a
difficult time for many in Abbotsford.
Individuals that are already marginalized
are the most impacted in disasters
and some families were unable to
afford the extra holiday expenses.
Fortunately, the community’s generosity
extended into December. Despite being
the busiest Christmas that the Food

Archway.ca
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"The community
really rallied
around us and
made sure that
we made it to
the other side
of 2021, with
food to spare."
- Rebecca, Food Bank Supervisor
Volunteers help sort through donations during the flooding.

was planned for November 26th, the
week after the flooding started. The
original location was flooded but
fortunately the Canucks organization
stepped up and hosted the event
at the Abbotsford Sports Centre.

“Without our community, we would
not have been able to survive that
November – and then Christmas. The
community really rallied around us
and made sure that we made it to the
other side of 2021, with food to spare.”

Despite the ongoing flooding,
highway closures, a last-minute
location change and a new drivethru format, due to COVID, more
than 1,500 toys were donated.

The response to the Fraser Valley
floods showed just how supportive
the community is, something that the
Food Bank relies on as the majority of
its funding comes from donations.

“We were amazed and surprised
at how many people still took the
time to purchase and drop off a
toy so others could have a better
Christmas,” said Rebecca.

Continued Food Insecurity

To this day, the Food Bank is
experiencing an increased number of
individuals accessing the food bank
and Starfish Packs since the flooding
and the start of pandemic. In the first
seven months of 2022 more than 6,000
individuals accessed food, a 54% increase
from the same time period in 2021.
“If two unprecedented events weren’t
enough, Abbotsford residents are also
facing the rising costs of groceries,
gas and housing,” said George Carter,
the Food Access Supervisor.

Stock photo used to
protect client privacy.

“When it’s all combined, it’s led a
lot of families to a tipping point,
where they just can’t make ends
meet no matter how hard they try.”

BEST FOR BABIES

A Community of Support
After Flooding

“Whatever it is that brings individuals
to the Food Bank, we’re here to help.
Together we are resilient and can
overcome almost anything.” ■

You can see a list of
most needed food items
on our website.
AbbotsfordFoodBank.
com/MostNeeded
Financial donations are
also gratefully accepted at
AbbotsfordFoodBank.
com/Donate

J

ust two weeks after the
c-section birth of her
second child, Caitlyn
watched helplessly as
her basement filled with
water during the November floods.
While the water eventually subsided,
the damage was done and their
furniture, baby clothes and other items
in storage were destroyed. The family’s
furnace was unsafe to use as it was
leaking carbon monoxide. With repair
companies overwhelmed, they had to
live for two weeks in a freezing home.

To add to their stress, their landlord
was not being cooperative in
making the necessary repairs.

postings and called everywhere. She
ended up finding an old listing for a
house they had previously lived in.

“On top of everything, it was just another
stick in the spokes,” Caitlyn says of
their landlord’s unwillingness to restore
the house to safe living conditions.

She reached out to their previous
landlord to see if the home was
available and explained their situation.
She also asked for a reduction in the
rent as it was out of their budget.
The landlord had almost finalized
another lease agreement but agreed
to let Caitlyn and her family rent it
instead, at the requested price.

It was a hard time to find new housing
as hundreds of others were in similar
situations. Hotels and motels were full,
and some individuals had resorted
to living in their cars. Caitlyn went
through weeks' worth of Craigslist

Continued on next page ›

Left: Toys collected at the annual Toys for Tots event held just a week
after the flooding started. Photo Credit: Urban Fig Photography.
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“It was like coming home,” said Caitlyn.
“When everything else was upside
down it was so comforting to have
the familiar walls of our old home.”
Caitlyn lives with her partner, two
daughters, her mother and mother-inlaw. They had originally moved out of
the home as it was too small for their
family but they are making it work.

Caitlyn joined Best for Babies again
during her second pregnancy and turned
to them for help during the flooding.

“Our support came from the community
instead which was wonderful but sad
at the same time,” said Caitlyn.

Liz Kahle, the program coordinator
was able to offer several resources
along with a safe space to talk.

Best for Babies was able to donate
items like clothing, baby bottles and
a bassinet which took the immediate
sense of emergency off their plate.

Liz reached out to Christian Life
Community Church who sent volunteers
to help clean out the basement

“For the first six months, they
pretty much supplied almost
everything we needed.”
A friend of her dad also collected
toys, clothing and books at
her real estate office.

Nutritional Supports

In the midst of the flooding crisis, Caitlyn
was diagnosed with hyperthyroidism,
a condition exacerbated by stress.
She experienced hives, welts and
rashes and at its peak was going into
anaphylactic shock every 2-3 weeks.
The health condition meant she
was unable to breastfeed her
baby and required a strict diet.
Standard food bank hampers weren’t
suitable because of her dietary concerns,
so Liz was able to direct her to other
resources including a dietician consult.
Community donations at the Family Centre during the flooding.

Best for Babies

After moving to BC three years ago,
Caitlyn had been referred to the Best
for Babies group for support with her
first pregnancy. She built friendships
that have lasted to this day.
Best for Babies offers weekly
groups, information on all aspects
of pregnancy and parenting as
well as nutritional support.
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and do numerous dump runs. The
church’s pastor also brought them
snacks and dinner for a few nights.
“That relieved so much stress and
it was encouraging to see complete
strangers willing to help,” said Caitlyn.

Flooding Supports

Since Caitlyn's home wasn’t in the main
areas of flooding, they were never issued
a provincial evacuation order which
meant they weren’t able to access some
supports like the Red Cross funding.

budgeting and meal planning. Through
donations and government grants, floodaffected families were given weekly $35
gift cards through the initial months.

“For the first six months, they pretty much
supplied almost everything we needed.”
- Caitlyn, Best for Babies Participant

“Because the prices are so
reasonable, the $35 spending cap
was more than enough for our
family of six,” said Caitlyn.

Liz credits Caitlyn for being
proactive in following up on the
resources and building relationships
within the community.

“Having the choice of what we’re getting
means there’s less waste because we’re
buying according to what our needs are.”

“She’s been so resilient despite her
health condition, caring for two small
children and being a caregiver for her
mom and mother-in-law,” said Liz.

Both The Pantry and the Gathering
Markit are still offering help for
flood affected families as of the
summer of 2022. During this summer,
Caitlyn was also able to use farmer
market coupons that Best for Babies
distributes from a provincial grant.

Counselling

The stress of the move and new
diagnosis heightened Caitlyn’s anxiety,
and she was able to access free mental
health resources through the Abbotsford
Mental Health – Rapid Access clinic
soon after the flooding.
In April, when Caitlyn finally
felt like she had a free hour
to herself, she signed up for
counselling to further address
her anxiety. Her counselling was
through the Cares Counselling
Society which is one of the
organizations providing
free counselling to those
affected by the flooding.

The family was able to access gift
cards for groceries and gas and choose
food from The Pantry at Gateway
Church, which partners with the
Archway Food Bank and donors.
One of the most helpful resources was
the referral to the Gathering Markit,
a non-profit grocery story. When the
store opened in December 2021, Best
for Babies was one of the organizations
able to refer families for membership.
Along with low-cost produce and grocery
items, the store offers meal kits for $5
that can feed a family of four. These
are designed to take the stress out of

“It’s hard to think about where we
would be without Best for Babies,”
said Caitlyn. “I feel like we would
have struggled a lot more. The food
resources and gift cards were one of
the main reasons I stayed sane.”

“My anxiety had gotten very
bad after the flood, move and
COVID,” explained Caitlyn.

“It felt like everything was
happening to us and we had no
control over the road ahead.”
Her counsellor was able to help her
reframe the challenges and encouraged
her that rather than asking “why is
this happening to me?” to instead
ask “why is this happening for me?”
“That’s taken away a fair bit of my
anxiety and helping me see it as
something I can grow from even
if it’s not an ideal situation.”

Ongoing Effects of Flooding
Caitlyn and her family are still
working to get back on their feet.

“Any money we had squirreled
away, COVID took. We were getting
back on track and then the flooding
took it,” explains Caitlyn.
“It seems impossible to save any
money right now because of gas
prices, inflation, and the recession.
We’re sitting in this limbo of sorts,
waiting to see if we can come up for
air or if this is the new normal.”
Liz remembers when Caitlyn first
attended Best for Babies, the family
was financially stable and often giving
away items to other group participants.
“It’s been a humbling experience to
go from one end of the spectrum
to the other,” said Caitlyn. “I’m
very grateful for the people who
donate to these programs.”
“I know that there are way more
families needing this support.
Whatever it is that families need,
Best for Babies is able to point your
compass in the right direction.” ■

Archway staff Tania and Liz collecting donations
for families impacted by the flooding.
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THE CABIN

point into conversations with
people. It helps reduce the stigma
around drug use, so we are able to
support them if, and when, they
choose to access any supports.”

A Proactive and Collaborative
Approach to Homelessness

W

hile The Cabin,
a daytime
shelter for the
unhoused,
closed at
the end of September 2022, it was a
transformative experience that will
inform approaches to homelessness
in Abbotsford going forward.
“We’re disappointed The Cabin closed,
however we’re extremely grateful
that we had the opportunity to test
the model, to empower peers with
employment and purpose, and to
facilitate housing for folks who would
not have otherwise been housed,” said
Megan Capp, Manager of Social Justice,
Seniors and Housing at Archway.
“It was a year of learning and connection,
and we’re grateful to our staff,
participants and everyone involved for
helping shape the services offered.”
The Cabin provided food, shelter
from the elements, public bathrooms
and services like mobile showers and
harm reduction. Through the trust
and relationships that were built,
staff were able to connect individuals
to housing and health services.
“For people who are living outside,
having any rest, any refuge, any place
of connection is really that first step
in giving yourself the value, to think
that there is some hope beyond the
immediacy of your situation,” said
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Jesse Wegenast, a pastor and Executive
Director of 5 and 2 Ministries.
In addition to meeting practical
needs, the street community gathered
at The Cabin to enjoy activities like
weekly bingo nights and barbecues.
“We became known as Abbotsford’s
living room and built a real community,”
said Natalia Deros, the project co-lead.

The Beginning

In the summer of 2021, staff successfully
applied for a $1.5 million Strengthening
Communities Services Grant from
the Union of BC Municipalities
with the support of the City of
Abbotsford. The grant funded The
Cabin and The Lodge, an overnight
shelter, on a one-year pilot basis.

By meeting people’s basic needs, staff
were able to build relationships which
made individuals much more receptive
to offers of referral to substance use
counselling, mental health services
as well as long-term housing.

individuals from their camps and
those living on the street found it
impossible to stay dry and warm.
“It was a chaotic start, but we learned
and modified services as we built
this project from the ground up,”
said Natalia. “Folks appreciated
the shelter from the flooding
and then a very cold winter.”
The Cabin was able to hand
out dry clothing, supplies and
even tent replacements thanks
to community donations.

Collaborative Approach

“This project represented an
exciting level of cross-organizational
collaboration which has long been
needed in our community,” said Megan.

Due to the reluctance of landlords
to rent to them and zoning bylaw
restrictions, both projects ended up
operating out of buildings owned
by Archway. The Cabin was set up
at the Delair Road location and The
Lodge operated out of the Montvue
location, previously used for Archway
community living programs.
After finally securing a space, staff
were working to launch The Cabin
in December but ended up opening
early on November 16th to meet
the immediate needs during the
BC Floods in 2021. The flooding
and heavy rain evacuated many

Warm Referrals

Individuals accessing The Cabin in Abbotsford.

“It brought the organizations
working with the homeless
population closer and we’ll continue
collaborating going forward.”
Archway was the lead agency and
partnered with 5 and 2 Ministries, Impact,
Drug Wars Survivors, Cedar Outreach
and the Abbotsford Restorative Justice
and Advocacy Association (ARJAA).
The team worked closely with the
Abbotsford Police Department Street
Outreach and Response Team (SORT)
as well as the Assertive Community
Team (ACT). Both SORT and ACT
help advocate for those experiencing
severe mental health issues.

Employment Opportunities

The Cabin employed up to 35 individuals
experiencing homelessness or with
lived experience. These peers acted
as consultants who helped inform
best practices, provided context and
understanding to issues and were often
the first to respond to situations.

Peer Support Worker Terena (L)
with staff William and Natalia.

They were also employed as peer
support workers, maintenance and
cleaning staff. This not only empowered

them, but also encouraged them to
take ownership over the space.
Holly, one of the peer support workers
said that having a job made her feel,
“much more part of everything than an
outsider looking in, which is what you
feel like when you live on the street.”

Staff were able to help several
individuals obtain their Vulnerability
Assessment Tool (VAT) screenings
which is the first step to obtaining
subsidized housing through BC Housing.
An early success was a peer who moved
into Hearthstone Place, an Archway
program, after becoming comfortable
with interacting with Archway staff.
“We can’t just build supportive
housing and expect people
to come in,” Megan said.

Mary Grace, another peer support
worker said she liked the job because
it allowed her to do what she liked
which is helping people. It gave
her “purpose and some cash.”

"It’s a very scary thing for someone
coming off the street to be put into
these settings which, no matter how
compassionate and trauma-informed
they are, can still feel like an institution.

Harm Reduction

"We need spaces like The Cabin to really
help people become comfortable with
the idea of supportive housing, and then
build connections to the institution."

A harm reduction tent on the site was
operated by CEDAR Outreach and
provided people a safe space to use
substances. Peer support workers were
equipped with Naloxone and called
for medical attention when needed.
“There are lots of discussions around
how to best utilize evidence-based
approaches to address substance use,
but in the meantime, we have a moral
obligation to keep people alive. Harm
reduction does that,” said Megan.
“Providing harm reduction services
and supplies provides us an entry

Staff have also supported individuals in
obtaining identification documents and
getting connected with health services.
Cass, a peer worker, helped an
individual make an appointment
for his COVID vaccine so he could
visit a loved one at the hospital.

Continued on next page ›
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“He didn’t have a personal health
number so he didn’t think he could
get his vaccine. With a few phone
calls we were able to get him an
appointment the next day,” said Cass.

to gain some understanding and
empathy, ”said Christine Bomhof,
Executive Director of ARJAA .
“If we just give up on this problem
because it’s too complicated, I think
we will leave our children a legacy
of hopelessness,” said Brian.

Overrepresentation of
Indigenous Individuals

Staff have reported that up to 80% of
the individuals accessing The Cabin
have an Indigenous background
despite only making up approximately
5% of the general Canadian
population. The overrepresentation
of Indigenous individuals who are
experiencing homelessness is also
confirmed by the 2020 Homeless
Count and Survey Report.
“As I got to know the folks I was
struck by the stories of abuse and
intergenerational trauma,” said Natalia.
“At the same time, I was also struck that
regardless of what they went through,
folks in the street community take care
of each other. It’s a true community.”
Tony*, a peer support worker originally
from a band in the Prairies, left his
home to escape an abusive family.
While he couldn’t speak on behalf
other Indigenous individuals using
the space, he identified the effects of
intergenerational trauma on his own life.
“All that trauma that was put on us
from the residential schools was passed
down to us through the generations,
and we’re still dealing with it.”
Tony said that places like The Cabin
are important to give a connection
to a community for urban Indigenous
individuals like himself, who may be
living very far away from their bands.
“If you do take the time to listen to
people’s stories, I haven’t heard a single
one that doesn’t make sense,” said
Brian Gross, the Executive Director of
Matsqui Abbotsford Impact Society.

The Lodge

The Lodge opened January 31st on
Montvue Avenue in downtown Abbotsford
and its 15 beds were at capacity every
night before closing on March 31st.

The exterior of The Cabin

Addressing Controversy

The Cabin stirred controversy within
the community and has been the focus
of complaints by a few neighbours
around vandalism and disruption. A
few of the neighbouring businesses,
however, reported positive effects on
the area: citing a significant decrease
in the amount of people loitering,
overdosing in their bathrooms, and
causing disruption for their customers.
After the protracted fight to open
the first supportive housing project
in Abbotsford in 2017, Archway
has experience in advocating for
services for the unhoused.
“Our vision is ‘justice, opportunities
and equitable access for all,'” said Rod
Santiago, Central Executive Officer
at Archway. "Archway's vision applies
equally whether 'all' refers to child
care spaces for toddlers or a place
to call 'home' for unhoused folks."
“There will never be a perfect location
for services for those experiencing
homelessness and we need to
meet people where they are at –
both physically and mentally.”

Reports from the Abbotsford Police
Department showed that crime in
the Delair neighbourhood had been
rising before The Cabin opened.
“Through a law enforcement lens, The
Cabin is an integral part of how we
combat homelessness and how we help
our most marginalized and victimized
citizens survive,” said Inspector Kevin
Murray of the Abbotsford Police.
To minimize the impact on the
neighbourhood, staff conducted
regular sweeps on the property to
clean up and brought individuals into
the centre from surrounding areas. A
good neighbour agreement was strictly
enforced, with the possibility of losing
services if individuals don’t respect the
space in and around the location.
ARJAA helped gather neighbours,
surrounding businesses and
service providers to come up
with solutions together.
“Once you get people in that room
together, it’s a human conversation.
We aren’t going to solve homelessness
overnight, but it will help people

The 2020 Homeless Count and Survey
Report noted 166 beds available in
emergency shelters, transition houses
and extreme weather shelters in
Abbotsford. While The Lodge added 15
extreme weather shelter beds it was
still not enough for the estimated 600
individuals experiencing homelessness.

The City of Abbotsford instructed
staff to only request an extension
to the end of September so the
centre wouldn’t close at the start
of the extreme weather season.
“It’s disappointing that our community
has chosen to close a daytime space
providing a door to safety, friendship,
employment, housing, and more for
a largely Indigenous population, and
to individuals who are already so
disenfranchised from basic necessities
and rights that the rest of us often
take for granted,” said Rod.
The Cabin closure left only one
small daytime drop-in centre
available in Abbotsford.
While more shelter spaces open in
extreme weather, they close during the
day which will once again leave the

The Cabin is an integral part of how
we combat homelessness and how
we help our most marginalized
and victimized citizens survive.

Going Forward

The need for proactive and collaborative
services like The Cabin have been
highlighted during a difficult
year with the flooding, ongoing
pandemic and freezing conditions.
“Everyone has the right to life
and to have access to food and
shelter. Archway and our partners
are committed to finding a way
to work together to provide these
basic human rights,” said Megan.
“Going forward, we will be looking
for other funding opportunities and
evidence-informed, compassionate
ways we can continue collaborating
to create supports for the street
community. We will continue to show
individuals experiencing homelessness
that we and our partners care enough
to invest resources into helping them
because you have to have hope to even
begin thinking about the future.” ■

Want to Help?
Homelessness is a complex
issue that can be linked to

- Inspector Kevin Murray, Abbotsford Police

addiction, mental health,
trauma, high housing
costs and more. We need

Since many beds, including those
at The Lodge, are designated and
zoned only for extreme weather
this leaves people without a place
to stay for most of the year.

The Closure

The Cabin became well used with
around 100 individuals a week
accessing the space. Since The Cabin
got off to a late start, staff wanted to
request an extension on their funding
until November 30th. Unfortunately,

street community struggling to find
warmth and shelter in the winter.
“It’s been so great for people to have
a place to dry off from a rainstorm
and grab a hot cup of coffee. People
could also escape the heat for a bit
during the summer. Without a daytime
shelter in the winter, people won’t have
somewhere to escape the cold. The
Cabin was also a place to get toques,
mittens and even a warm blanket,”
said Sandi, a peer support worker.

proactive solutions across
all levels of government
and within community.
If you’re interested in seeing
long-term sustainable
supports for those experiencing
homelessness, we encourage
you to contact your elected
officials to voice your concerns.

* Real name withheld.
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A

rchway welcomed
dozens of new staff
over the past year, but
one new hire stood out
as the only four-legged
employee.

Cannoli, Archway’s furry friend, is
a Health and Wellness Accredited
Facility Dog who provides comfort
and calm to clients and staff alike.

“In her short time
with us she has
drastically affected
our day-to-day
work in so many
positive ways!"
-Kim
Cannoli joined the Family Education
and Family Connection team in
February 2022. Since then, supervisor
Kim reports, "Cannoli has been a
great asset in helping all those she
works with to regulate and sometimes
de-escalate during or after intense

FAMILY EDUCATION AND FAMILY CONNECTIONS

PADS identified her as having the right
disposition, resiliency and the ability
to connect with multiple people.
Cannoli is known as a self-serving
dog whose work is treat motivated.
“If she was too empathetic, she
would burn out,” explains Kim.
Cannoli comes to work with Kim
every day and lives with her and her
family. They can often be seen on
walks outside the building to help
Cannoli exercise and de-stress.
“PADS warned me it’d be a lot of work,
and it has been. However, our program
and clients feel so fortunate to have
been approved to receive a dog like
Cannoli. She came to us with all the
skills needed and PADS provided
hours of training to us so that we
would also be a good fit for her!”

One of the clients Cannoli was able
to help was Beth*, a child who was
receiving services at Archway. Beth

Cannoli and her staff ID tag.
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Cannoli is a Labrador Retriever who was
trained for more than three years by the
Pacific Assistance Dog Society (PADS).

While Cannoli brings smiles across
Archway, her role is to support the
participants and staff in the Family
Education and Family Connections
programs. The first program provides
free parenting courses, and the
latter helps strengthen and preserve
healthy relationships between parents
and children through counselling,
supervised visits and outreach services.

Cannoli: Providing
Calm and Cuddles
19

moments. She brings smiles and
comfort to program staff, giggles and
fun to our younger clients, and to our
parents a sense of calm and clarity.”

expressed no interest in interacting with
Cannoli until she learned she could give
Cannoli direction, and Cannoli would
obey. As someone without any control
in her home life, it was empowering
for her to be able to give commands
and have someone listen to her.
“She lit up and began looking forward
to her time at Archway,” said Kim.
Staff also appreciate the comfort that
Cannoli can provide as working with
families in crisis can take their toll.
One staff member shared, "I LOVE
having her around. She brightens the
space when she enters any room."
"In her short time with us she has
drastically affected our day-to-day work
in so many positive ways!" said Kim. ■

Why I Donate
1. The facilitators
are awesome
2. The material is super
important, and
well presented
3. The dog is super cute  
4. The baked goods
were very yummy  
5. Thanks for everything you
do for the community
- Jeremy
Family Education Participant

Supervisor and handler
Kim with Cannoli.
* Real name withheld.
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5 Year Work Anniversary Recognition

Seniors Valentine's Day Project from Students

International Women's Day Event

New Beginnings Graduation

Lunar New Year

Flood Donation from Sutton Group Realty

Better at Home Volunteers

Missing & Murdered Indigenous Women's Day

10 Year Work Anniversary Recognition

Abbotsford Canucks Game

LINC And Access2English Picnic

Pink Shirt Day at New Beginnings

Canucks Live to Give Volunteers at Recycling

Staff Wellness Event

Central Support Team

Settlement Team on Halloween

Nowruz Celebration

People and Culture Team Day

Community Connections Year-end Celebration

Walter Paetkau Receiving Queen's Jubilee Medal

Golf Tournament Committee

Family Centre

Archway Directors

International Women's Day Event

Urban Farm Produce Sale

2022 Cultural Diversity Awards

LINC Volunteer in Classroom

Immigrant Settlement Christmas Party

George Ferguson Team Day

Prospera Youth Angel Tree
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Christmas Gift Wrapping Booth

Peardonville Community Association Donation

Access2English Tutoring

Family Education & Connections at Halloween

Community Connections Year-end Celebration

2021 Community Builders Awards

Mexican community in Vancouver to
provide mental and physical support.

LEGAL ADVOCACY FOR AGRICULTURAL WORKERS

Supporting Temporary
Foreign Workers
Displaced by Flooding

Delivering supplies to
affected farm workers.

W

hen the Sumas
Prairie flooded,
hundreds of
temporary
foreign
workers on farms were displaced. Not
only did many lose their housing and
belongings, their employment and
ability to remain in Canada was at risk.
It was a chaotic time. Some workers
were out in the fields when the
evacuation call came and didn’t even
have time to gather any clothing or
personal belongings. Workers were
evacuated to other farms, camps and the
Emergency Reception Centre at Tradex.

workers and temporary foreign workers
with employment, tenancy, and disability
issues and have existing relationships
with most migrant farm workers within
Abbotsford and the Fraser Valley.
Jose, one of the temporary foreign
workers, recalls that the team,
“immediately responded to our call,
listening to our concerns, and explaining
our rights and responsibilities. At that
moment when the water began to
rise, and everything happened so fast,
it was difficult for me to understand
what was happening, even more so
because everything was in English.
Truly for me and my co-workers, you
are our angels who always help us.”*

Workers immediately began
contacting the staff in the Archway
Legal Advocacy for Agricultural
Workers program for assistance.

While workers were contacting the legal
advocates, community members were
also reaching out with offers of help.

For over 20 years, legal advocates in the
program have helped local agricultural

Staff began gathering culturally
appropriate food for workers
* Quote has been translated from Spanish.
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from the Archway Food Bank
and other organizations.
In the first week, the four staff members
provided support to 137 men and 15
women who were affected by the
flooding. Within the first three weeks,
they supported 380 workers with various
benefits, food and warm clothing.
“It was a very hectic time,” said Claudia
Stoehr, the Spanish Legal Advocate.
“It was so sudden and on such a large
scale. There was so much uncertainty
and the workers and farmers were
watching their livelihoods disappear.”
Program staff worked with several
organizations including the BC chapter
of the Global Network MX; Progressive
Intercultural Community Services; Solid
Rock Church; Vancouver, Port Moody,
Squamish and New West Farmers Market;
Mandair Farms; volunteers, and the

Staff were also invited to join the
United Way British Columbia table
at the Emergency Reception Centre.
They assisted temporary foreign
workers staying there, provided
translation and supplied items like
clothes, pillows, blankets and towels.

Financial Assistance

Within a week of the flooding, the
provincial government announced
financial assistance would be available
through the Red Cross. Eligible
households could apply for $2,000
to meet their immediate needs.
Unfortunately for the temporary
foreign workers, only one grant was
available per household. Archway
advocates, along with other agencies,
contacted the Red Cross to explain
that some farms in the flood areas
housed dozens of workers. The eligibility
requirements were expanded to
include these situations. Hundreds of
temporary agricultural workers were
able to access this aid, which was very
timely as some were sent back to their
countries of origin and lost their wages.
Some individuals were unaware
of the financial aid offered or
didn't have a chance to apply
before heading home. After more
conversations with the Red Cross,
those now living outside of Canada
were allowed to apply for the aid.
In order to receive the money, many
workers had to set up online banking,
with which legal advocates helped them.
“It’s understandable that a program
of this scale needed to be rolled
out quickly. However, some people
got left out due to communication
issues, or they didn’t know who to
contact so they weren’t able to access

the assistance when it was most
needed,” said Gurcharan Dhillon,
Supervisor of the Legal Advocacy
for Agricultural Workers program.
“When providing emergency relief, we
must consider what barriers people
have and find ways to help the most
vulnerable and those without access
to technology or transportation.”

Employment Assistance

“I appreciated this valuable and quick
help because this is the only money
with which I support myself and
send to Mexico so that my family can
have the basics for their needs.”
“Without the help of the program, it
would not have been possible for me
to apply for Employment Insurance,
because I do not have a computer, I do
not speak English and I do not know the
requirements for this application.”*

Temporary Foreign Workers have
their work permit tied to their
employer and are not allowed to
switch employers without approval.
This system can leave employees stuck
with an unethical employer and can
make them afraid to speak up. Despite
advocacy long before and after the
flooding, this has remained unchanged.
Since they were not legally entitled
to work at any other company, it
meant that many employees were out
of a job and had to return home.
Claudia estimates that 70 – 80% of the
affected temporary foreign workers
left Canada earlier than planned.

Some of the supplies purchased
for displaced farm workers.

Most of the temporary foreign
agricultural workers in Abbotsford
come from Mexico, Guatemala
and Philippines. Almost all of the
workers use their income to support
their families back at home.

Applying for EI was further complicated
after employees had returned home.
Months later, advocates were able
to clarify that workers no longer
living in Canada were still eligible
for the benefits they had paid into
and assisted workers in applying.

Temporary foreign workers are eligible
for Employment Insurance (EI) but
obtaining it can be difficult. Not
all employees were able to receive
proper records of employment from
their employers. After the flooding,
legal advocates reached out to
the employers and Employment
Insurance to help mediate.

While most employees returned
the following spring, not all farms
are operating at full capacity due
to the flood damage. Advocates
continue to support farm workers
in replacing items lost in the flood
and recently Archway arranged for
some air conditioners to help farm
workers with the summer heat wave.

Enrique P was one of the workers who
was able to receive EI.

Continued on next page ›

* Quote has been translated from Spanish.
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Planning Ahead

Some of the donations raised have
gone towards prevention work for
future disasters. During the flood it
was observed that many farm workers
were unclear of evacuation procedures
and necessary safety protocols.
To date, 60 workers have been given
first-aid training and emergency
preparedness tips in full-day
workshops organized by the non-profit
organization Watari, in partnership
with the BCFED Health and Safety
Centre, Migrant Workers Emergency
Paramedics Group, Sanctuary Health,
Migrant Rights Network, Archway
and St. Ann's Catholic Church.
To help support worker safety,
Archway provided the grocery
gift cards distributed to workers
attending the workshops. The gift
cards help compensate workers for
their time on the Sunday sessions,
which for many is their only day off
in a week. Individuals were also given
a culturally appropriate lunch and

backpacks full of first aid products,
hydrating drinks and nutrition bars.

Going Forward

“We’ve consistently seen how
generous our community is – from
the farm workers fire in 2018 to the
flooding in 2021,” said Claudia.

Advocates would love to see a
pathway to citizenship for temporary
foreign workers and their families.

Enrique V also shared a thank-you
message. “I want to thank every person
in the community who helped me
in that moment of difficulty when
the floods were last year. Because
without you, I would not have known
what to do at that time, everything
was chaos and confusion. God, or
whoever you believe in, bless every
generous human being.”* ■

Staff in the Legal Advocacy for
Agricultural Workers program
continue to assist workers as needed
and provide education to both
employees and employers. They also
continue to advocate for law reform
to ensure workers are treated fairly.

Stock photo used to
protect client privacy.

“They contribute so much to our society
but aren’t able to fully participate and
they’re separated from their families
most of the year,” said Claudia.
“Many of them have been working
here for decades and would love
to bring their families over to
experience the Canadian dream.”
The legal advocates are grateful
to the community for its support.

HOMELESS PREVENTION PROGRAM AND COMMUNITY LEGAL ADVOCACY

Why I Donate
"For the migrant farm workers
who help to feed us."
- Ann
"We are heartbroken for all
the people in our community
whose farms, properties,
houses and livestock have been
devastated by the flooding."
- Patrick
"As an immigrant I support my
community, especially in times
of extreme need. Very thankful
to be a citizen of Canada."
- Avtar

A Place to
Call Home

T

he housing situation
in the Fraser Valley
has changed
dramatically over the
last decade. From
2011 to 2021, house prices rose 137%
in Abbotsford, the largest increase
among surrounding areas. For those
who are renting, the current vacancy
rate is at 1.6%, down from 6.7% in 2011.
Home ownership is out of reach
for many and rent prices are
also increasing, leaving many
struggling to afford housing on top
of rising gas and grocery bills.

Farm workers received grocery gift cards after attending
first aid training and emergency preparedness workshops.

Staff among various Archway programs
note that housing is a persistent
challenge for their clients. New
immigrants, those trying to get off
the street, youth aging out of care,
seniors on a fixed income and young
families are among those most
affected by rising costs and limited
rental availability. After the flooding
in November 2021, the housing
supply became even more scarce as
so many residents were displaced.
In this difficult context, and
recognizing that stable and secure
housing is a precursor to wellbeing,

community participation, and a
healthy life, Archway offers multiple
programs to support clients in
obtaining or maintaining housing.
For example, the Archway Homeless
Prevention Program (HPP), funded
by BC Housing, provides individuals
who are identified as being at risk of
homelessness with rental subsidies
and other social support services.
The program eligibility criteria
includes women escaping violence,
people identifying as Indigenous,
those transitioning out of hospitals
or correctional facilities, as well
as youth leaving foster homes.
Individuals can apply for up
to a year of rental-assistance
support from this program.
“If they're receiving the subsidy for
a year, I’m able to work closely and
directly with them,” said Harleen
Gill, the HPP Outreach Worker.
Continued on Next Page >
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* Quote has been translated from Spanish.
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Harleen Gill, Homeless
Prevention Program
Outreach Worker.

“Some need help finding a job or
securing their Persons with Disabilities
Designation. Many of our clients
have been successful in reaching
their goals and have been able to
obtain stability on their own.”
The Homeless Prevention Program
always has a lengthy waitlist due to
budget constraints. If participants are
not able to access the subsidy, Harleen
offers support and referrals to other
services or community agencies.
Sharon* connected with Harleen
when she was having a hard time
affording her current residence due
to rising costs, including the price of
gas. While she was approved for a
small HPP subsidy of $150, she ended
up finding a less-expensive rental.
Together they created a plan and
found other resources to help Sharon
live on her current budget. They
decided to defer her subsidy in case
her income decreased in the future.
"It's comforting to know that
the help will be there if things
change," said Sharon.

Sharon is not formally employed
but receives honorariums, and she
volunteers in the community with
women experiencing homelessness.
“Since getting the help, I'm even able to
help the girls more. A few days ago, I got
this girl into a place through Elizabeth
Fry. I go to the Warm Zone, and help the
girls there with rides all over the place.”
Alongside helping clients like Sharon,
Gill mentioned that one of the
hardest hit groups recently is seniors,
especially those on a fixed income.

issues and landlords may take
advantage of vulnerable renters.

"There's a lot of seniors that
are falling through the cracks,”
she said, “it's really hard.”

One of the situations that Ilena has seen
repeatedly is landlords evicting tenants
who are not able to afford “pressured
rental increases,” who then relist the
rental units at significantly higher prices.

Gill explained that there is often a
technological gap that adds a challenge
to helping seniors secure housing.
“I have to find phone numbers for
them,” she explained, “or they have
to come in multiple times in my
office to look at places online.”
Gill isn’t the only one to identify
seniors as particularly vulnerable.
Ilena Candiani, the Supervisor of
Archway’s Community Legal Advocacy
program says that seniors are seriously
affected by the tight rental market.
The Archway Community Legal
Advocacy program exists to protect
people from having their rights
violated and to support them in
walking through the legal process
in the case that their tenancy
rights are violated - something
that is increasingly important in a
community where affordable housing
has become one of the most pressing

Ilena Candiani, Supervisor of
Community Legal Advocacy.
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Advocates like Ilena are funded by the
Law Foundation of British Columbia.
Advocates can provide information, and
assist in applying for and representing
tenants at the Residential Tenancy
Branch Dispute Resolution Hearings.
Information is also available online
or by telephone at the Residential
Tenancy Branch and the Tenant
Resource and Advisory Centre.

“It's a common practice because
it can be so lucrative. Fortunately,
the Residential Tenancy Branch
made a change to the legislation to
help discourage this,” said Ilena.
Previously, landlords who issued a
notice to end tenancy for landlord’s
use of property, and then did not
follow through with the stated reason
could be liable for two months rent.
Now the penalty has been upped to
12 months’ worth of rent, which offers
greater protections for renters.
Despite this positive change, there
are many instances where tenants
are still being taken advantage of.
Ilena shares that “there are laws
in place to help protect tenants in
these circumstances so it’s important
to speak with someone who has
knowledge in area of tenancy law.”

* Real name withheld.

Community Legal Advocacy assists
those living at or below the poverty
line in Abbotsford, Chilliwack, Mission,
and Hope. Ilena and Kim, another legal
advocate, assist their clients with a range
of services, including income assistance
and disability applications, housing and
tenancy disputes, employment issues,
and others. The need for assistance has
remained high with the program assisting
1,802 people in the last fiscal year.
Ilena’s passion for her work, and
commitment to justice is apparent
and shines through in her day-today interactions with clients.
“People learning what their rights are,
and knowing how to go forward — I
think that is a highlight of every day.
Just giving people that information.”
One of her clients, Jane*, expressed
her overflowing gratitude for
Ilena’s help during a challenging
and emotional conflict with her
landlord. After an altercation with
her landlord, Jane contacted Archway
to see if she could find any help.
“I left Ilena one voicemail, believe me,
one voicemail. It was a very long voice
message and I was crying, crying. Ilena
called me two hours later and reassured
me that ‘it’s ok, everything will be good.’”

Ilena agreed to help Jane file for
Dispute Resolution against her
landlord for trying to get her to pay
for damages that she did not cause.
Not only did Ilena support the
family practically, but she also was
able to help the family manage the
stress of two different emotional
court hearing with their landlord.
Jane describes her interactions with
Ilena as “God-sent,” sharing that when
she had ongoing issues with her landlord
she would call “Ilena, my angel” asking
her help. “And she said, ‘of course, yes!’"
“Ilena made it easier for us. Because
I never in my life went through the
court. I'm really a peaceful person. I
didn't imagine how can I be in a court
and im front of the judge! That's very
stressful for me; I didn't sleep for two
nights before the hearing. I was very
stressed, very tension. It was me and
Ilena, but she is strong and smart!”

Going forward, Ilena hopes the province
will develop additional protection for
renters and advises renters to “know
your tenancy rights and responsibilities
before signing any agreement."
“These two programs are critical but
the issues of housing affordability
and income assistance extend far
beyond Archway’s scope,” said
Megan Capp, Manager of Social
Justice, Seniors and Housing.
“We need to keep advocating for
policy changes that will recognize
the right to housing and for
additional funding sources to be
able to recognize that right.” ■

* Real name withheld.
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FOUNDRY

Holistic Health
for Youth  

L

ance was accessing
counselling at Foundry
Abbotsford and wanted
to find other ways to
benefit his mental health. After
being referred to a Foundry group
activity in March 2022 he has made
an effort to attend every week.
Foundry groups give youth an
opportunity to meet with others in the
community and engage in activities
that promote mental, emotional
and physical wellness. Activities are
both planned and supervised by two
peer support workers and are always
free for those wishing to attend.
“Every time I go, I’m just so excited to
see all the new faces and the old faces.
Everybody there is so nice,” said Lance.
“It’s nice that I get to make relationships
with new people each time.”
When asked what makes him want
to keep coming back, Lance shares
that, “it’s a mix of both when it comes
to the people and the activities. The
coordinators are wonderful people,
and they always plan really fun
activities that everybody can access.
“It has really helped my mental
health, my confidence and my
social skills; it’s just really good for
your overall health to go there.”

About Foundry Abbotsford

“Some youth have been coming for
years and now have friends that they
hang out with in the community
which is really cool to see.”
Lance encourages other youth to join.
“One week we will be doing community
clean up and the next week we’ll have
a movie night. There is just so much to
do, every week it’s something different.”
“If someone is thinking about it
then they should just try it once
because it is very worth it, and if
they don’t like it that’s okay too!” ■

Foundry Abbotsford provides physical
and mental health care, substanceuse supports, social services and peer
support to local youth and young
adults along with their families.
More than 2,000 youth have accessed
services and groups at Foundry in
the past year. While less well-known,
Foundry’s groups are an integral part of
encouraging wellness in the community.
“We want to support youth
holistically,” said Karen Lavoie,
Manager of Foundry Abbotsford.
“The more we can encourage social
connection and taking care of yourself,
the more we can prevent problems
from beginning or escalating.”

Why I Donate
"I donated because I
believe in community care
and the importance of
mental health services.
"As a middle school teacher,
I see every day what these
kids deal with and the lack of
funding for imperative services
for them. I wanted to help in
a tangible way to ensure help

“Groups are an excellent resource that
helps connect youth to their community
and provides them with a safe place for
them to be themselves,” says Alex, one
of the youth peer support workers.

is there when it's needed."

The Impact

To keep providing holistic

Employees have seen first-hand the
impact that these groups have had
on the youth that attend them.
“We have definitely had some more
shy youth who have social anxiety
attend and they come out of groups
making friends,” said Melissa.*

-Jessica B.

health for youth, Foundry
counts on donations.
Donations can be given at
Archway.ca/FoundryGift

* Real name withheld.
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Foundry Groups

Follow @Foundry_Abbotsford
on Instagram for the most current
information on Foundry groups.

Healthy by Nature

Activate

Healthy by Nature focuses
on exploring nature and
engaging in outdoor
activities as a group. BC
Parks Foundation helps
make the activities possible
by providing funding
and transportation.

Activate is a group
designed to help youth
engage in activities that
promote building healthy
relationships with peers
while engaging in activities
that promote one's wellbeing.

Lunch, snacks and transportation are always made available
to the youth attending. So far this summer, participants have
gone hiking at Rolley Lake to see waterfalls and kayaked
at Hayward Lake to enjoy the beautiful sunny weather.
These activities allow youth to get active by going outside.
They provide learning opportunities that are not available
indoors and enhance one's overall mental wellbeing.
Ages: 12-24
Schedule: Runs at least once a month

Life Hacks
Life Hacks is a group geared
towards youth that have
previously been in foster care
or accessed mental health
or substance-use services.
Life Hacks focuses on
providing youth with life
skills in an open learning
environment. Previous activities have included learning how
to make bubble tea, how to save money with coupons, and
learning about nutrition. These activities allow youth to
connect with other peers while gaining practical life skills
and knowledge that will be beneficial towards their future.

Youth can come to destress and engage with others through an activity that helps
promote wellness in their lives. Past activities have included
swimming, painting in the park, and community clean ups.
Ages: 16-24
Schedule: Every Tuesday from 5-6 p.m.
“My favorite part about Activate
is all the friendly faces, it’s a very
welcoming environment where
you can just come and have a
good time and be yourself. ”
- Lance

Wellness Wednesdays
Wellness Wednesdays are
for younger youth who are
looking to connect with
others and have fun over
the summer. Activities
range from making slime
as a group to decorating
cupcakes with one another.
Ages: 12 –16
Schedule: Wednesdays in the summer

Ages: 16-24
Schedule: Every Thursday from 3:30-5:30 p.m.

Top-left: Youth enjoying a hike at Rolley Lake. Top-right: Youth learning how to make their own smoothie bowls from scratch. Bottomleft: Youth attending Birchwood Dairy for a self-guided tour of the facility. Bottom-right: Youth building terrariums at Mill Lake Park.
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Since starting in June 2021, the
program has grown from 300 people
to now working with 1,200 people;
equating to about 350 households.

FOOD JUSTICE

Breaking
Bread with
Food Justice

T

he term “food justice”
is new to many in the
community including
to some at Archway.
While Archway has
operated a Food Bank since the
'80s, the Archway Food Justice
program only began in 2021.
Food Justice Coordinator Vicki Lin
defines food justice as “looking at the
concept of food security from more
of a just approach, that’s human rights
based and looking at how different
actors within the food system relate to
each other.
"Through stakeholder and
community engagement, our Food
Justice program is able to identify
gaps and barriers our community
experiences, in terms of food access,
and works together to limit them.”
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The Food Justice team is tasked
with achieving “universal access
to nutritious, affordable, and
culturally appropriate food for
all, while advocating for the wellbeing and safety of those involved
in the food-production process.”
Rather than looking to only meet
the immediate needs of those facing
food insecurity, individuals working
in the food justice movement
are looking upstream to see
what structural barriers exist and
how they can be dismantled.
While providing services, food
justice advocates work to make
services as low-barrier, inclusive,
accessible, and effective as possible.
“It’s important to think about
how dignity can be provided
in every service,” said Vicki.

Bulk Buy Program

While much of their work consists
of behind-the-scenes coordination
between service providers, Food
Justice also operates a direct
service provision to the community
through their Bulk Buy program.

Gemma Bridgefoot, Program
Assistant at the time, explained
that this program is important from
a food security perspective:
“The rapid growth of the program
affirms what we have already seen.
Food is expensive and especially this
year. The Canada Food Report forecasts
food to increase by another five to
seven per cent. This means an average
family household will be spending an
additional $1,200 per year for groceries.
“If you are sitting at a place where
you have a bit of a margin, that is
okay. But if you are a family that
is just barely scraping by - on top
of every other cost in BC - that is
a lot of extra money a year.”
To ensure the sustainability of the
program, participants are asked to
act as volunteers on a rotating basis.
Volunteers help pack the pallets of
food into the individual produce bags
and clean up. The food is distributed
in a building within the Historic
Downtown Abbotsford, providing

Clients can order a bag of fresh,
high-quality produce available
on the second Saturday of each
month. Using the power of bulk
purchasing, each bag contains up to
9-12 types of produce for only $15.
Participants can choose between a
standard bag or a South Asian friendly
bag to meet the needs of culturally
diverse populations. Plans to organize
several distinct cultural food bags
are in motion and the program is
working with communities to decide
what is most appropriate to include.

an easily accessible pick-up spot.
Volunteers deliver the bags to those
with transportation or mobility barriers.
“By having people volunteer, and be part
of the program, we get to hear more
about the struggles that they face and
really develop a relationship with them.
And this helps to empower people to
bridge that gap between service user
and service provider,” Vicki said.
Vicki also explained that food
insecurity affects people of colour,
Indigenous peoples, refugees,
and newcomers the most.
“Typically, these are individuals that are
left out of, or underserved by, the food
system when it comes to services.”
She says that this is because these
individuals each have their own unique
food system that relates to their
cultural and religious background.
Locally, culturally appropriate food
is often more expensive or is not
available when compared to food
that is consumed by individuals who
adhere to a western-style diet.

Next Steps

Food Justice is hoping to address food
accessibility on a larger scale. They
recently received funding from the
Vancouver Foundation to be a host
for a participatory action research
project that aims to uncover the
intersectionalities between food justice
and lived experiences of homelessness.
Partner organizations include Fraser
Health and the University of the
Fraser Valley. By studying the needs
of this demographic, they can better
implement programs designed
to meet those specific needs.

Food Justice staff members with
Bulk Buy participants.

Vicki explained that it will be valuable
for “service providers in the community
to have information in their hands
that they can then use for further
funding for food security efforts. And

to potentially have it inform a food
policy within Archway and, hopefully,
be brought forward to the city to
inform a citywide food policy.”
The program is also partnering with the
Archway Food Bank.
"It has been an exciting and innovative
opportunity to work alongside the
Archway Food Bank in ensuring
people have equitable access to
food. Food is a human right, and
everyone in our community has the
right to access healthy and culturally
appropriate foods," said Vicki.
The Food Justice Team is an ambitious
group working to create additional
programs and communities. They
plan to convert their building into
a dedicated food hub, providing
skill building, education, and
knowledge-sharing programs.
Seeing people connect over food is
truly a passion for the program staff.
Their vision for the Fraser Valley Food
Connection centre is a place folks can
come to “Eat, Grow, Share and Connect.”
For all those who believe that access to
nutritious and culturally relevant food
is a human right, Vicki invites them to
contribute by donating, volunteering,
and advocating for food security.
“Together we can build a hub around
food, build that community and
bring community into that space.”
What better bridge between
people, than food? ■

Interested in learning more
about the Bulk Buy program?
Visit FoodJustice.ca
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SPECIALIZED VICTIMS ASSISTANCE PROGRAM

Community Collaborations
Help Protect Victims of
Intimate Partner Violence

I

ntimate Partner Violence (IPV)
is a complex and difficult
subject for many reasons.
People who have experienced
IPV often feel embarrassed to speak
about their situation and are unsure
if they will be believed. They may be
reliant on the abuser financially and
fear the consequences of leaving.
Emotions are often conflicted with
many still feeling love towards their
abuser. When children are involved,
it complicates things even more.
Current data tells us that women
are most often the victims of IPV,
which is troubling as women are
most often the primary caregivers of
children. In these situations, the parent
experiencing IPV may hesitate to ask
for support, due to fears of potential
involvement of the Ministry of Children
and Family Development (MCFD).
Often there is a cycle of violence
that gets repeated. Growing up in a
family where violence was present can
lead to future abusers and victims,
although current research tells us
that there is tremendous resiliency
among those experiencing IPV as
children. Without the appropriate

support and considerations, children
who witness IPV are more likely
to experience behavioural and
emotional issues as they mature.
For the direct victims, the effects of
IPV go beyond the immediate physical
injuries they suffer at the hands of
the offender. The long-term effects
of IPV can include post-traumatic
stress disorder, insomnia, poor
physical health, and depression.
With so many considerations and
outcomes involved in the decision to
seek help, the emotional and physical
impact on those impacted is concerning,
and a moral issue that involves us all.
Whether it has been days or years since
the IPV last took place, victims can
look to their communities for help.

Specialized Victims
Assistance Program

The Archway Specialized Victims
Assistance Program (SVAP) is one of
the resources available to victims of
IPV. SVAP staff provide victims of crime
and trauma, as well as their families,
with culturally relevant emotional
support, justice-related information
referrals, and practical assistance.

The SVAP team (left to right): Joanne, Taran, Sandy,
Lukhvinder, Cher, Stefanie, Megan, Mohammed .

The program gathers relevant
information from Crown Counsel and
the police to facilitate a coordinated
approach as well as to provide clear
and accurate information to clients.
Clients are made aware of their legal
rights and are walked through the court
process to reduce the anxiety that
they may feel about the justice system.
This can include court tours prior to
their court appearance, arranging
meetings with Crown Counsel, and
court accompaniment to preliminary
hearings and trials. Where possible
SVAP can also arrange transportation
to hospital, Crown Counsel, and police
appointments and support victims
in securing transitional housing.
The staff team will also assist with Crime
Victim Assistance applications and
Victim Impact Statements. They often
refer clients to relevant support groups,
private counselling, the Victim Safety
Unit, and various community agencies.

Escaping Intimate
Partner Violence

Aggressors use a range of tactics to
keep their victims from speaking
out or from leaving their abuser
and residence. In one story shared
by Detective Karen Burridge of the
Abbotsford Police Department (APD),
the aggressor threatened to have
his newest partner deported.
The Intimate Partner Violence Unit
(IPVU) had been working for years
with a client who had been in a
relationship with a repeat offender.
It was brought to their attention that
Jake* was using his new girlfriend
Jessica* to accompany him to breach
his conditions with his ex-partner.
IPVU was able to contact Jessica who
agreed to meet with members of
the IPVU in an informal setting. She
disclosed the breaches that happened
and also disclosed that she was
similarly being abused by the offender.
* Real name withheld.
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Jessica initially said she did not want
to provide a formal statement as she
did not trust the police. She was also
afraid because she was here on a
work visa and Jake had threatened to
have her sent back if she reported.

years (1996, 2000, 2004 and 2010). The
policy mandated that charges must be
recommended if a crime was committed,
instead of simply asking a victim if
they wanted to charge the offender,
often right in front of the offender.

The IPVU team answered her questions,
addressed some of her concerns and
let her know that she could reach out
when she was ready. Jessica reached
out several weeks later and said she
was ready to report. She said she felt
much better after speaking to the IPVU
team. She was grateful for the way
she was heard and felt comfortable
making a statement to the IPVU
detective who then forwarded charges
to Surrey where the offence occurred.

Lukhvinder remembers that after this
policy came into effect, the program
started seeing an increase in IPV files
especially after the policy was updated
in 1996. IPV was also recognized as
an issue that the community at large
needed to deal with rather than
just the families being affected.

Jessica was then connected to resources
and supports in her own community
by an Archway support worker.
Providing information to the clients
and allowing them to make their own
decisions is the most powerful thing
that can be given to victims of IPV.

Beginning Days

Back in 1987, Archway recognized a need
to support victims of partner violence
and SVAP was started. The current SVAP
supervisor, Lukhvinder Aujla began as
a practicum student in 1992 and now
works with a staff of nine and oversees
a women’s support group for South
Asian women who are victims are IPV.
Lukhvinder shares that there was not
a lot of other community supports
back when she first started, and victim
services workers did a lot on their own.
One of the most significant changes
has been the 1993 Provincial Violence
Against Women in Relationships Policy,
which set out roles and responsibilities
of service providers and justice system
personnel. The policy has been revised
and expanded several times over the

Working with
Community Partners

In the early 2000s, various nonprofit, community, government, and
police agencies began to recognize
the need to work in collaboration to
help victims of relationship violence.
Research also started to show that
collaboration between agencies
resulted in higher success rates.
Tonya Dupuis, a former police officer
who worked for 15 years of her 20-year
career with the APD, was working as
a detective with the Major Crime Unit
when she was approached and asked
to lead the creation and development
of a collaborative and specialized
investigative unit dedicated to IPV
investigations and victim support.
At the time in 2009, there were only
two well-established police units of
its kind in British Columbia. Tonya
recalled being deeply passionate
about the endeavour as she recognized
that there was a real need for police
organizations like APD to support
and move toward a more holistic and
comprehensive approach when dealing
with IPV in their communities. Tonya
admitted that the task was not without
its challenges and barriers, but it also
came with a great deal of reward that
included tremendous collaborative
Continued on next page ›
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efforts and support of many
government agencies and communitybased organizations like SVAP.
During the research and development
phase, APD also recognized the
importance and need for victims of
IPV to retain an elevated level of
confidentiality and support throughout
the process. To implement this, SVAP was
brought on board as a partner in 2010.
Given the infancy of collaborative units
for IPV, one of the greatest challenges
was figuring out each of the involved
agencies or organizations could work
together, despite having
different and sometimes
conflicting mandates. For
instance, a part of APD’s
mandate was to bring
offenders to justice and keep
victims safe while the SVAP’s
mandate was to support
victims, regardless of whether
they wanted to report to
police or participate in a
criminal process. The most
important goal for each
agency, however, was always
to keep the client safe and
provide support, regardless
of the chosen path.
“Not everyone experiencing
IPV wants to end a
relationship, and the collaborative
work helps us tackle some of those
real-life challenges like how we help
victims navigate this while keeping in
mind the safety aspect,” said Tonya.
The Abbotsford Domestic Violence Unit
started with one detective and one
SVAP support worker. It is now called
the Intimate Partner Violence Unit
(IPVU) and includes two detectives,
two SVAP support workers and two
MCFD social workers, who report
back to their respective supervisors.
Staff concentrate on the highestrisk IPV files at their shared office
in the Abbotsford police station.
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Tonya shared that the process of working
on high-risk files together led to, and
encouraged police, to re-evaluate
and review how police respond and
investigate incidents of IPV. It was also
important to understand and highlight
what further training and development
was required for front-line workers
and investigators who responded
to or investigated cases of IPV.
Lukhvinder believes that having this unit
has created a much quicker response
for the client’s needs as the partners
are able to consult with each other
daily being in the same office. For the

work done with IPV files. Support
workers, police officers, Crown Counsel
attorneys, social workers and probation
officers support each other with the
primary goal of safety for the victims
and rehabilitation for the offenders.
“We can’t work in silos
anymore,” said Lukhvinder.
“Client-centered approach and
trauma-informed work requires
partnerships. You must work with
resources in the community. If you
have an idea and are willing to work
together, you will get better results.”

Another important
collaboration is the longstanding Abbotsford
Violence Against Women
in Relationships (VAWIR)
Committee which meets
regularly with members
from every agency that
works with either victims
or offenders. This includes
mental health support,
income assistance providers,
justice system personnel,
SARA for Women and several
programs from Archway
including SVAP, Legal
Advocacy, and Relationship
The VAWIR Team at the 2019 Purple Light Nights Event .
Violence Prevention.
Each agency can provide
victim and the residents of Abbotsford,
updates and guest speakers are called
it shows that community partners
in to educate about their services.
are working together to tackle the
Navigating Through the
sensitive topic of IPV and working on
Times of COVID
creating better resources for them.
IPV is challenging enough to deal with in
regular times and was made even more
Clients can access the wraparound
complicated during COVID. Victims
service with multiple agencies
were isolated with their abuser and
trying to find the best solutions for
unable to rely on their support circle,
individuals and their unique needs.
or access community supports and
counselling. Overall stress increased
“If one agency can’t provide
with children at home more, new
something, someone else may
health issues and financial strains.
be able to,” said Lukhvinder.
Abbotsford is often praised at the
provincial level for the collaborative

IPV support workers struggled to get
a good sense of how victims were
doing without meeting in-person.
“There is a connection you form with a
client when you meet them in person,
and a level of trust that is built, which
was difficult to do during the COVID
restrictions,” said Lukhvinder.
Despite the challenges, support workers
found ways to support clients virtually
including supplying free phones to give
victims a safe mode of communication.
At the beginning of COVID, the number
of client files went down, which may
have been because people did not feel
safe reaching out during the lockdowns.
Normally transition houses are full
and difficult to get into, but when
there were spaces open during
COVID, many women were reluctant
to go due to the health risks.
Then the courts shut down, and
files were put on hold throughout
the justice system. As files started
coming in again, the IPVU caseloads
increased significantly due to the
new files and backlog of old files.
As of the summer of 2022, the spike
in caseloads were beginning to
return to pre-pandemic levels. The
workload continues to be high as
cases take an average of one year
from first contact to a resolution.
After victims have finished working
with the SVAP program, staff ensure
that victims have continued support
through other community programs.

Culturally Sensitive Support

Back in 1992, Lukhvinder and her team
were able to support the first local
South Asian woman to report abuse
and attend court, which represented
a huge shift. These days SVAP receives
specific funding to provide services

in Punjabi, to make their help more
accessible and culturally sensitive.
Staff also take training on traumainformed practices and best practices
for working with Indigenous clients.
Indigenous women and Two Spirit
persons are at a much higher risk
of IPV than the general population.
Factors like geographic isolation,
lack of access to services, lack of
transportation and poverty heighten
risk for Indigenous individuals.

Proactive Work for
Future Prevention

Since the beginning of the IPVU,
preventative work has been a priority.
Despite being inundated with files, staff
have taken time to reach out to the high
school students in Abbotsford each year.
Students learn about healthy
relationships, dating violence and
sexual abuse. Staff know that to break
the cycle of violence, there must be
proactive work done with children.
Teaching kids at an early age about
respectful relationships, healthy
boundaries and accessing supports is
what will create long-term change.

businesses, and organizations are
encouraged to shine a purple light, the
symbolic color of partner violence.
For many at Archway, this is near and
dear to their hearts as they lost one
of their own staff members, Jasbir
Saran to intimate partner violence
many years ago. She was murdered
in 1996 along with her husband and
six members of her family by an
estranged brother-in-law. The shooting
in Vernon remains one of the largest
mass murders in Canadian history.
To help keep her memory alive,
Archway’s conference room was named
the Jasbir Saran room in her honor.
“Losing Jasbir was such a shock to all of
us,” said Lukhvinder. “It’s a reminder that
intimate partner violence can happen
to anyone and affects people across
all ages, demographics and cultures.”
“My team and I know that there
is still a long way to go but we
also remind ourselves how much
progress has been made so far.” ■

IPVU has also teamed up with
the BC Lion’s Be More Than a
Bystander Campaign that encourages
students to speak up when they
see something happening.

Purple Lights Campaign

An annual community awareness
project, the Purple Light Nights
Campaign is organized by the
Abbotsford VAWIR Committee.
Purple Light Nights honors those who
lost their lives to domestic violence;
supports survivors; and gives hope
to those still living with abuse.

Cookies
distributed
during the
opening night
of the Purple
Night Lights
at the Reach
Gallery.

The idea originated in Covington,
Washington and took off in many
communities. During October, residents,
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Serving Nutrition
and Connections
Herb Durant describes the Meals on Wheels
program as a “life changer.”
erb retired two years
ago after working in
the aerospace industry
for 35 years. Recently
he started having some
medical problems which made it
difficult to get out to buy groceries on
some days. Herb lives independently
and does not have family close by.
After searching online, he learned
about the Senior Services at Archway
and connected with a couple of
programs, including Meals on Wheels.

research studies were conducted
to determine the needs of seniors
in the community. The service
launched in 1972 in partnership with
the Abbotsford Lion’s Club and has
since expanded with new sponsors
and vendors coming on board.

“It has relieved so much stress from
me. It is hard to cook for one person
and buy stuff for one person. Some
days I could not get out, so I found
myself not eating properly. Meals
on Wheels has been perfect for me.
The portions are perfect and most
of the stuff is so good. It has really
improved my quality of life.”

“While there are delivery options,
the costs would quickly add up
and many of our clients are not
comfortable with technology. We
take orders over the phone which
makes it more accessible for many.”

Celebrating 50 Years

Herb is one of the thousands of
people who have benefited from
Meals on Wheels over the last five
decades. In the early days of what
was then called the Matsqui-Sumas
Abbotsford Community Services,
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Volunteers are the Lifeline

In 1972, the program served 914
meals per year. These days Meals
on Wheels delivers approximately
1,000 meals to more than 70 people
each month. While the majority are
older adults, there are also clients
with mobility challenges that cannot
cook or shop for themselves.

“Volunteers make my job more
eventful and livelier. Their
feedback also helps me keep
track of our clients,” said Allee.

Over the past 50 years, volunteers
have delivered hundreds of
thousands of meals to those unable
to prepare food for themselves.

MEALS ON WHEELS

H

The Meals

Allee Thammavong, the current
coordinator for Meals on Wheels,
explains the enduring need for
the program despite living in the
age of Uber Eats and Door Dash.

While clients may come looking for
help with meals, staff often connect
them to other services within
Archway’s Senior Services department.
“Archway has a hub of other resources
that we can connect them to.
Seniors often need many resources
including health related support
and social activities,” said Allee.

Meals are delivered up to four times
a week from Mondays to Thursdays
with clients selecting how many
meals they want from a rotating
menu. Options include full meals
or soup and desserts which can be
ordered fresh or frozen. The items
are prepared by Save on Foods on
Sumas Way and Mae’s Elite Foods in
Chilliwack; both long-term partners.

Seniors Supervisor Josh (L)
and Coordinator Allee (R) with
volunteer Linda and her support
worker Melanie from the Bethesda
Christian Organization.

“Before being
connected with our
programs, some
seniors were very
isolated, especially
over COVID. They
have not necessarily
made the leap to
social media or even
texting, so they are being
left out of a lot of conversations.”

Fostering Independence
& Nutritious Options

Meals on Wheels helps clients to
live independently in their own
homes for much longer than they
could without accessible meals.

health issues, to have a nutritious meal
delivered to your doorstep than go
to a grocery store and hang around
people too long. Herb has found the
service so helpful that he brought it
to the attention of his family doctor.
Some clients report they were able
to recover at home after being
discharged from a hospital because
of the meal delivery. 40 per cent of
chronically ill patients reported they
would have been back in the hospital
due to poor nutrition if they had not
had access to Meals on Wheels.
The program also helps caregivers
have some respite, with a
few even being able to take a
holiday due to the service.

Participants pay $8 per meal and
$3.50 for sides, with some meals being
subsidized through the Archway Food
Bank for clients living on low incomes.
“The Archway Food Bank has been a
vital partner, providing monthly food
hampers to our clients in need, with
extras like veggies, meat, dairy and
hygiene essentials,” said Josh Burton,
the Senior Services Supervisor.
Herb prefers fresh meals at the
beginning of the week and frozen
on Wednesdays to carry him
through to the next delivery.

As with many of the Senior Services
programs at Archway, it is the
volunteers who are the lifeline of
Meals on Wheels. Since the inception
of this program 50 years ago,
volunteers have been committed to
this program, and really understood
the needs and wants of the clients.

In addition to receiving meals, another
benefit for participants is building
connections with the volunteers. These
volunteers play a vital role in checking
in with the clients. Sometimes a
volunteer may come back to the office
and let Allee know that a client was
not feeling too well or did not answer
the door. Allee will then make a call
and check in with the client. For some
clients this may be the only outside
interaction they have with someone
during their week and that five-minute
chat is something they look forward to.
“I see the clients that I deliver to at
least two times a week. It provides a
sense of companionship for a brief
period. It allows the clients to feel
that they are being thought about,"
shared Carl Beaton, a volunteer
with Meals on Wheels since 2018.
Continued on next page ›

“There are a couple of meals, like
the potato bacon soup and chicken
cordon bleu, that I have never had
in my life, and I have really come to
like. I do not care much for the tuna
sandwich though, I am not a tuna guy.”

Herb shared that during COVID it is so
much easier, especially with underlying
Left: Volunteer Carl on his way to deliver meals. Right: Herb is a car enthusiast
who is pictured here with his Corvette before switching to a “normal car.”
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“Meals on Wheels not only provides
a meal service but also volunteers
that can share their time and
efforts to the clients each week,
which makes it all worth it."
While fortunate to have some
long-term volunteers, the program
is always on the lookout for new
volunteers. After a screening
process, volunteers are asked for a
two-hour weekly commitment.
Herb would eventually like to
start volunteering for this program
once he is able to. “I’ve got all
the time in the world now.”

Looking Forward

The program is also preparing for
an inevitable increase in demand to
keep up with the aging population
of the Fraser Valley. The most recent
Census Canada report covering
2011-2021 shows that the senior
population in the Fraser Valley has
already increased from 19% to 23%.

“We have wonderful vendors, but
they eventually have to pass along
some of the costs,” said Josh.

Allee shares, “it has been a
revelation to see how many people
rely on this service. We are all
going to be seniors one day, and
you never know when a medical
crisis could affect a loved one.”

Despite running successfully for so
many years, there are always challenges
that come up. Food and gas costs
are at an all-time high right now and
staff are working with their vendors
to keep prices as consistent and as
affordable as possible for clients.

“We are looking to subsidize more
meals through donations to relieve
some of the economic stress seniors
on fixed incomes are facing.

“We’ve been here for 50 years and
we’re looking forward to building new
connections over the next 50 years.” ■

Program participants and staff with
the bride-to-be (third from right).

SOUTH ASIAN DAY PROGRAM

Want to help
provide meals
for seniors?
Donations can be made
at Archway.ca/Donate
Sign up to deliver meals at
Archway.ca/Volunteer

Meals on Wheels staff in 1992. Photo courtesy of The Reach P10268.

Friendship, Fitness, and Fun

T

his program means more
to us than our pensions,”
said Jaswant, one of the
participants of the South
Asian Day program.

Jaswant had been insisting that her
family send her back to India as she did
not want to stay in Canada any longer.
After becoming a regular at the program,
she no longer wants to go back to India.
She loves attending and meeting up
with the other participants. She says she
found her space and she is loving it.

Day programs have long been available
for seniors but there was nothing
designed to meet the language and
cultural needs of South Asian seniors.
After much discussion and advocacy,
the South Asian Day Program (SADP)
opened in September 2021. It was a
difficult feat to start a program for
vulnerable seniors amid a pandemic,
but the need was greater than ever.

About the Program

SADP is a partnership between
Fraser Health and Archway designed

to create social and emotional
connections for seniors and respite
for their families or care providers.
Whether they live alone or with family,
seniors can become isolated with low
physical and mental stimulation.
The program also helps look after
participants' physical health by
monitoring chronic health conditions
and medications. Several research
studies have shown the benefits of
day programs on seniors’ rates of
hospitalization and in delaying the need
to move into assisted living facilities.
Continued on next page ›
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“This program
means more
to us than our
pensions,”
-Jaswant, SADP participant

The program runs Monday to Thursday
and brings together South Asian
seniors, typically between 65 and 90
years old. Most attend once a week,
while some attend twice a week.
Participants meet at the Khalsa Diwan
Society Temple on South Fraser Way
two days a week and at Summit Centre
on Townline Road the other two
days. Services are entirely in Punjabi
and snacks are culturally relevant.
When at the Khalsa Diwan Society
location, langar (free meals at the
temple) are provided for lunch.

Barriers to Connection

For many immigrants, it is
difficult to leave their homeland
and social network but they
come to Canada so their family
can have a brighter future.
Even after living decades in Canada,
as a senior it can become difficult
to connect socially with others
due to retirement, chronic health
conditions, limited transportation,
language or technology barriers.
One participant, who moved from
Ontario, appreciated how the program
gave her the opportunity to meet
new people in a safe environment.
Some immigrant families bring their
elderly parents over so they are not
alone in India. The families may struggle
to find the balance between working,
taking care of their elders and kids
and doing activities with the seniors.

Intentional Fun

Fraser Health provides a licensed
practical nurse, a recreational therapist,
and a care aid to meet the needs
of the participants. Together with
Archway staff they provide a culturally
appropriate environment and space
which is conducive to activities like
exercise classes, music classes, games,
cooking, crafts and celebrations.

Nail polish application
during the spa afternoon.
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have a ride to the sessions, staff can
assist in applying for Handy Dart rides.

Jenga and Bingo are favorites amongst
the participants who proudly display
their artwork and paintings. Many did
not have the resources or opportunities
to do these activities in India, and may
feel shy to ask their grandchildren here.

While fun, activities are carefully
selected to engage participants
mentally and physically.

Artwork created
by participants.

The excitement on their faces while
doing the activities speaks volumes
about how meaningful it is for them.
“This program is bringing joy and
life back for our participants,” said
Rupinder Padam, the program’s
Outreach Coordinator.
“It is rewarding to see seniors motivated
and excited about life again.”
Other favourite activities include:
physical exercises, talking about
different things to help the participants
solve some challenges they may be
having, and just getting together.
One senior said she is so grateful for
whomever put this program together.
“We sit at home all day while our families
are at work, and this is something
we look forward to every week.”
Jaswant comes in from Chilliwack every
week since she enjoys the day program
so much. For participants who don’t

A perfect example is target shooting
with toy guns which caused some
stiff competition. After Amar shot
three toy animals in a row, the others
commented, “she’s a sharpshooter!”
When Jaswant ended up shooting the
same toy animal twice, Jagpal joked, “you
already got that one, leave it alone.”
There are culturally appropriate projects
such as painting Diwas (lamps) for Diwali
and they learn about other cultures. For
example, during the Lunar New Year,
they learned how to use chopsticks.
Another activity was a spa afternoon
where the participants all got
hand massages, a quick manicure
and their nails painted. Bobbi
Binning, the program’s Recreational
Therapist, told them she plans
to do facials one day as well.
Parmjit laughed and said, “I hope our
families recognize us after that!”

Belonging

Every day includes a chai and chat
session, a staple in the Indian culture.
For birthdays, a pound of Besan
(Indian sweet) or a cupcake is included
along with a signed birthday card.
As participants and staff gathered
one day, Amar reminisced about how

Amar at target shooting.

she met her husband and how her
father-in-law first came to Canada on
a boat. It was a simpler time, and she
remembers that there was “a sense of
belonging and togetherness back then,
people would visit often and help each
other out. We have lost that now.”
The day program helps restore the
belonging that they crave. Gathering as
a group helps replicate how they would
visit with each other in their village back
home in India and participants have
been inviting their friends to join the
group to experience the camaraderie.
The bond is so strong that when Bobbi
recently got married she included
the female participants in one of her
wedding functions. During the Mayian
Ceremony, a paste of henna and

* Participants quotes have been translated from Punjabi.

flour is applied to the bride-to-be by
attendees and good wishes are given
to her. The participants took a bus
together and sang traditional Punjabi
wedding songs on the way. They pooled
some funds and bought her a gift.
“We’re helping these seniors have a
better quality of life, but at the same
time they’re enriching our lives,” said
Rupinder. “We are all learning so much
from each other, and the amount of
blessings I have received from each of
the clients really brings tears in my eyes.”
After a successful pilot session, the
contract was renewed for another year
starting April 2022. Staff and seniors are
looking forward to more years of fun,
friendship and learning together. ■
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